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silent hunter 5 is a shooter game
released on pc. the game is
available to play on pc (microsoft
windows). this game is developed
by ubisoft bucharest. ubisoft
entertainment are the official
publishers of the game. it was
released on mar 02, 2010 and last
updated on aug 06, 2019. it is
rated t by esrb which means only
teens above the age of 13 can play
the game. this first person game
have got total ratings of 95.88 out
of 100 and an average ratings of
94.60 out of 100. this game is
rated by 2511 users and followed
by more then 975 players around
the world. you can download silent
hunter 5: battle of the atlantic
trainer and avail a total of 13
cheats in the game. you can use
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the cheat engine tool cheat engine
to hack video games on pc
(microsoft windows). it can be used
to change game variables and
change game settings. you can
also resume or pause game and
change the game speed. it has a
complete database of cheat codes
for over 2000 games. it has a
graphical user interface and a
command line interface and can be
used to create and edit user
created cheats. you can export
game and import game cheat
codes. it can be used to read cheat
codes and to display cheat codes.
if you are looking for something
simple and reliable, cheat engine is
a good choice. it is supplied as a
free download.
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